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We model and analyse E. & J. (rtilln Winery's Modesto, California cellar tank
fnping network to determine the routing path for wine through the cellar tank piping network that
minimizes wine damage and opli/nizes cellar tank and piping network resources. Our tivo-phase
approach first explored an optimization-based solution mrthodolagy. .Next, computational issues
associated with the size of Gallons piping network led us to develop a heuristic-based solution
approach capable of routing wine flows in seconds. Finally, we motivate .\ome extensions to this
mearch In order to fully adapt our research to the specific challenges faced at Gallo's Modesto
wine production facility.

1. Introduction

1.. & J. (lallo V\'incry ('Gallo') is a world leader in the art and science of grape growing
.nid wiiicniaking. Gallo distributes and markets its wines throughout the world. With
its strategically located wineries throughout the state of California, Gallo produce.s
winis in every category, to suit every taste. Gallo'.s corporate headquarters in
Modesto, California, contains a large underground cellar that is used to properly
age wines in 4000 gallon w ôod barrels. In addition, Gallo'.s Modesto facility contains
mimerou.s other wine storage tanks, located both ab(»\e and below ground, ilial are
used to store and age wines oi all varieties.

Once the wine in a given barrel or tank is deemed to be ready for I'uriliei- pro-
duction and/or blending, it is pumped through a complex piping network to it.s
assigned end destination, typically another storage barrel or tank. Eventually, the
wine is transported to a location that serves to supply a final bejttUng line. The
\ast assortment of dilFerent storage tank and barrel sizes, along with the individual
jiipes that comprise Gallo's piping network, must be simultaneously considered
eaeh time Gallo decides over whicfi pipe routing a given wine must travel to reach
its dt'signatrd end destination. Tlie process is further complicated by considering
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all possible pipe routing combinations and the fact that multiple tank-tt)-tank trans-
fers oceur every day. We refer to this challenge as the cellar tank piping network
optimization problem.

Whereas bottling scheduling is very well planned in advance with weekly
granularity, the cellar tank piping network optimization problem is an ongoing
problem that stems from reactive, rather than proactive, scheduling of cellar operations
and its resulting effects on process control methods. The reactive nature of cellar oper-
ations planning is at least in part caused by lack of visibility into any orders that have
not been released to the cellar for execution. Currently, the tank selection for various
processes is made manually and independently from week to week, without consider-
ation of recent history. Resource and routing requirements are applied as they
happen, without any foresight or planning. Gallo currently does not have a planning
paradigm to use for constraint mitigation and predictive allocation of wines to
barrels/tanks.

The cellar tank piping network optimization problem serves as the motivation for
our research paper. Our objective in this effort is to model and analyze Gallo's
Modesto cellai tank piping network so that Gallo can determine, given a set of
input conditions, the nniting path for wine through the cellar tank piping
network that minimizes wine damage and optimize.^ cellar tank and piping
network resoiuces.

We take a two-phase approach in achieving our research objective. In the first
pliase, we employ an optimization-based strategy to model the network and deter-
mine tank-to-taiik wine routing assignnienls. Because of (he complexity of the result-
ing optimization models, solution tractability can be an issue for realistic input
conditions. Therefore, the second phase of our approach involves the dex'clopment
of heuristic approaches for solving the cellar tank piping network oplimization
problem that exploit the structure of the piping network tincovered during the first
yihase.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the details
regarding the ojjtimization model, and then Section 3 contains the details
regarding tlie de\ elopment of heuristic solution approaches. Section 4 describes the
development of an optimization model that uses tlie sequencing and routing data
from eitlier the optimization model or the heuristics to develop a schedule for tlie
wine transfers. After presenting sample case sttidy calculations in Section 5, we sum-
marize our research fuidings and identify opportunities for further collaborative
research between the Center for Engineering Logistics and Distribution antl (iallo in
Section 6.

2. Cellar Tank Piping Network Optimization

In this phase of the research effort, we take a traditional mathematical optimization
approach to the cellar tank piping network optimization problem. Given a set of
tank-to-tank wine transfers that need to be made, our goal is to determine and schedule
routing through the network that minimizes the number of retjuired coimet tions. We
attempt to achieve this goal via the formulation of a discrete optimization model and
solution of this model via the commercial solver CPLEX from ILOG Corporation
(http://www.ilog.coni). CPLEX is a large-scale mathematical piiigranmiing software
package for optimization. CPLEX provides optimization algorithms that can be
embedded within user-wriiten ajiplications to solve linear, mixed-integer, and quadra-
tic programming problems.
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Figure 1. Sample network with eight pipes and five tanks.

2.1. Model Formulation—Guiding Principles and Network Characteristics

The loi'mulalion of the cellar tank piping network optimization problem consists of two
parts. First, we capture cellar tank piping network characteristics through the defi-
nition of the relevant sets and parameters. These definitions apply throughout the
paper. Second, we eapture cellar tank piping network performance through the defi-
nition of rele% ant variables, the identification of the constraints on these variables,
and the specification of an appropriate objective function. We accomplish this part
of the research in stages, adding new aspects of the deeision-making process in each
stage.

Our modeling paradigm is based on the representation of the cellar tank piping
network as a network of nodes and arcs. An example network is shown in Figure 1.
The nodes in the network correspond to tanks and the ends of pipes. Let .Â  denote
the set of all nodes, and let T denote the set of all tanks. The nodes are connected
by ares, which represent pipes, hoses and clips. Let A denote the set of all arcs, and
let P denote the set of all pipes. Tank-to-tank wine transfers (flows) are entities
which flow through the network. Let /-"denote the set of all flows.

There are three types of arcs: fixed arcs (pipes), connected arcs (connected hose or
clip), and disjunctive arcs (unconnected hose or clip). The fixed arcs are represented
as solid bold lines in the network graph, the connected arcs are solid lines, and the dis-
junctive arcs are dashed lines (Figure 1). Figure 1 also illustrates which types of connec-
tions are valid. A pipe may be connected to a hose or clip, but not directly to another
|)ipe. Hoses cannot be connected directly to other hoses. Pipes are fixed connections. If
the How goes into one end of the pipe, it must come out of the other end of tlie pipe.
Connected hoses are connections built for a previous flow, and can be disconnected
and reconnected to other nodes, as needed. Additionally, a node can have, at most,
two arcs connected to it.

In the network in Figure 1 there are 21 nodes, wbich include IG pipe ends (eight pipe.s)
and five tanks (nodes 424, 425, 440, 470, 484). The solution patli must conform to the
connection constraints identified in the previous paragraph. For instance, a con-
nected/disiunetive arc cannot be connected to another (ounected/disjunctive arc.
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This prevents the fiuw patii from going through a tank. The flnvv can only orit?,inaic or

terminate at a tank.

C'onsider some pipe p E F. Let o), denote one end ol'jMpe /). and let Ep denote lhe

other end of pipe/;. Under these definitions,

.A' = T U U i""!' (2.1)

Each are in the network Ls represented by the pair (ij) where / andj eorrcspond to tlie
nodes at the ends ofthe arc. with i E ..^',j £ ,Â , and i i= j . Some arcs are pipes. Let Ap
denote llie .subset ol'A corresponding to pipes (whieh allow for bi-dircetional flow). The
other ares are 'potential' ares diat require connection via a clip or hose. Let Ac denote the
subset of-4 corresponding to these potential conneetions. Under these definitions,

K'^^V)^!^/"^/')]' (2-2)

and

A = Ar U Ac. (2.3)

Clonsidersoinellovvy G /''. Let aj denote the origin of How/(the "starting' node), and let
oif denote the destination of How/(the "ending' node), with (O/ B T, a/ E. T. and
a, / Mf. Let h/ denote the volume offlow/. We define S,y as a matrix of input parameters
that identities the starting and ending nodes lor each flow. Let

- 1
+1
0

\\ Of = 1
if (oi = i

otherwise
V / E .XJ E F. (2.4)

wise

Rf([uiring 6,y # 0 implies that i G T.

2.2. Model Formulation- -R'iiilir/<i Flow.s

Ha\-ing defined the parameters that capture cellar tank piping network eharacteristics,
we move on to the first stage of optimization model fi^jrmulation. In this stage, our goal
is to route each ofthe flows through die piping network such that the total number of
required eonnections (hoses, clipsj is minimized. Hierefore. the (irst set of deeision \-ari-
ables in the optimization model addresses how the Hows v\ill move through the [>ipini<
network. Let

I I if [\ow f is routed li-om node / to node 7,

0 otherwise

V / E .N,j E A" (,/ ^ '•},/£ F. Several sets oi'eonstraints properly manage the relation-
ships between these variables. First, proper flow balance must be maintained, lliat is,
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the flow into a node must e([ual the flow out of a node. This constraint is represented by

E ''''J- E %• = %• VA-G.V./E/'-. (2.6)

Second, a flow jjasses through one end o fa pipe if and only iftiic flow passes through
the otiier end of tlie pipe. Tliis constraint is represented by

•*•*!/= E •'̂ •̂ "' V (^,/) e . . l , . , / G F . (2.7)

Third, tanks cannot be used as intermediate points for a flow. Ibis constraint is
represented by

J2 E -̂ "'V^ -̂ ^/^/••- (2-8)

Two sets of variables are used to monitor thr use oi 'arts in the network. Both sets of
variables arc implied by ihe decision variables defined by ec|iiation (2.5). Let

. I 1 if at least one flow mo\es between nodes (' and / , , , . . . _ . „ „.
^ ' = ,, 1 • , V (, ; E A, (2.9

0 oificrwise -^ '

and let

j l if at least one now uses pipe/,
0 otherwise

The relaiicjnships between these new sets of variables and the decision variables defined
l>y equation (2..5) are represented by

r,i > .Xijf + xj,f, V ii, j) G A.f E F, (2.11)

and

Zp = ra^.s,, v/,Gy^ (2.12)

Our goal in this stage of the optimization is to route each of the flows through the
piping network sueh that the total number of required connections is minimized.
Therefore, we minimize the objeetive function

_ V' (2.13)

which is eqnivalent lo minimizing

JlZp- (2.14)
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A solution iliiU uses 60 total arcs and 40 pipes yields a value of 20 connections. A sol-
tition that use.s 80 total arcs and 60 pipes also results in 20 connections. The primary
goal is to reduce the number of connections, in which case, the two solutions arc equiv-
alent. Tliis is especially true when pipe 'le-conneciions' are considered (e.g. a pipe that
was pre\iously connected to a clip or ho.se is changed over to another clip or hose).
However, the first .solution is superior to the second because it use.s fewer pipes. To
ensure this is taken into account in the objective function, a coefficient of 0.999 is
added to the term J^p^i-Zp^ resulting in

^ (2.15)

2.3. Model Formulation—Sequencing Flows

Choosing the routing for each flow only addresses pan ol the cellar tank piping network
optimization problem. '̂ I'he order in which flows arc routed may influence whether a
connection has to be established once or established and reestablished multiple
times. Therefore, our goal in this stage ofthe optimization modeling is to extend the
problem from Section 2.2 to account for the sequencing of flows and thereby also mini-
mize the number of reconnections.

The expanded optimization model detailed in this section inchides the decision
variables and constraints defined in se(tion 2.2. However, in order to determine if a
connection is a reconneetion, the nuKifl must also establish an order for the flows.
Additional decision variables are needed to define how tlie Hows are sequenced. In
linear piogramming models, binary(O-l) decision variables are widely used to
re|3resent "yes' or "no' decisions. We use the index o to indicate the position a How
occupies in the sequence of flows, that is, flow/is the «'' flow in the sequenee. Let

I I if How / is in position o of the sequence w /- ^ ,. ., ^ ,- /n ,/-̂n ,, i ' / e /•. () G /•. (2.1b)

0 otherwise
A second set of variables establishes the order of each arc {ij) in flow /and order o. Let

if flow f is routed from node / to node / in position o of the .sequence
otherwise

(2.17)

V [i, j) £ A.,fG F, 0 G /'. Four sets of constraints manage these variables and the
relationships between them. The first constraint is used to assign an order to each
arc of each flow.

oeF

For each flow and order, the flow into node i must equal the flow out of node /, if it is not
il flow origination tank (source) or flow destination tank (sink). This second constraint
is represented by
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In (2.23), we denote the set of node.s denoting the ends of pipes as S. Third, the order
ofthe arcs must be consistent vvitli the order ofthe flows. This is ensured with the fol-
lowing constraint

v> ^j'ijf., V (ij) GA,fe F, 0 G F. (2.20)

.^nd linally, ea(h position o in the scc|uence can he occupied b\' ai inosi one llow.
This constraint is designated by

J2ro<i Vr;G/-\ (2.21)

An additional decision variable represents the number of reconnections. This
decision variable is defined as

1 il" nodes / and 7 are connected for the flow in position / and niusi be
later reconnected for the How in position//;

otherwise

(2.22)

V (/, /) G ,4,, I E F, m E F, m > I + \. The following constraint determines if a
reeonnection has taken plaee between nodes ( and^ for all potential arcs iu A^.

feF f^F I KKm

(2.23)

+ 2^ 2^ 2^ M ^ l^ l^ M
k:ke..\\k^j KKm f k.k^.S'.k'^i l<t<m f

V (/, /) G A,-, I £ y-". Ill E. f., m > I + 1. In (2.27), A/denotes a very large number (e.g.
bigM^ 1000).

The new objective ilmction minimizes the number of possible eonnections, as in
equation (2.19), and also minimizes the number of reconnections, Rijin,.

min J2 J); - 0.999 ^^/ . -K J^ H T. ^^'"" ^̂ .24)

Combining the input parameters, variables, constraints and objective function yields a
linear, binary programming problem.

2.4. Optimization Model Computational Experience

Once the optimization model was developed, we began to validate its performance
using small test problem instances containing a limited number of tanks aud Hows.
We created a fictitious piping network and randomly generated test problems contain-
ing to tanks and four Hows. The model's resulting optimal solution matched our
manual calculations such that we concluded the model was performing as intended.
Next, we obtained actual Gallo piping network data in the form of an Access database
file. This database contained information on pipes, network nodes, and possible
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eonnections within the network in terms of which port/panel could be potentially
connected to which other port(S)/panel(s).

Initial test runs using Gallo data revealed that over four hours were required to
simply read the Gallo data file into AMPL. a mathematical programming language
software package. Once the full data file eontaining all Gallo tanks, pipes, and possible
connections had been .successfully read, GPLEX was able to resolve single flow^ test
problems in a matter of seconds. However, as additional flows were added, solution
performanec degraded quite rapidly, as branch-and-bound based sohition approaches
like those in CTLEX for mixed integer programs require an exponential amount (3f
computation time to resolve. Onee our test problems reached six flows or more, an
additional two-plus hours was necessary to solve the problem, once the data was
read in. For these reasons, we shifted our focus to the development of heuristic solution
methodologies to support more computationally acceptable solution performance for
Gallo.

3. Heuristic Solution Methods

The optimization model has limited usefulness for full-scale problems due to the run
times required. Therefore, it was necessary to develop a method that could give us a
good, hut not necessarily o|JtimaI, solution in a reasonable amount of processing
time. Tliis approximate solution technique, or heuristic, takes a set of wine transfers,
referred to as flows, and data on the system structure of tanks and pipes, and generates
a list of required connexions for each flow. The heuristics we developed arc summar-
ized ill this section, bcgnuung with a discussion ol the snigle flow problem. Generaliz-
ation to the multiple flow problem is explained, and finally two \ersions ofthe heuristic
are described.

As in the optimization model, the goal ofthe heuristic is to minimize the numher of
conTieetions and rcconnections required to perform a set of wine transfers under ilie
same a.ssumptions. Also, as in the optimization model, we represent the tanks, pipes,
hoses and clips as a network of nodes and arcs. The tanks and i)i])e ends are represented
as nodes, while the pipes and the temporary connections (hoses and clips) are
represented as ares (Figure 1).

When determining a path for a given flow, the hcm'istic seeks to minimize the
number of uev\' coniiei tions retpiired. These new connections may iiuhide rcconiiee-
tions, which occur when nodes that were pre\iously connected and disconneetcd are
reconnected. A new connection is made when a disjunctive arc becomes a connected
arc. Figure 1 shows three connected arcs, which result from solving a flow from node
425 to node 440. Assuming all hoses were initially unconnected, the path {425, 010-
002 > 015-010, 01.5-025 > 010-044, 440} requires three new connections. (In this
notation, the '>'syml)ol represents the pipe connecting two nodes and the comma
represents a hose or clip connecting two nodes.)

\Vhen a path is determined for the next fiow, these existing c()nueetif)ns can l)e
used without being counted as new connections. For instance, if the next flow is
from tank 424 to tank 425, a candidate path would be {424, 011-078 > 012-041,
015-010 > 010-002, 425}. This path would require only two new connections (424
to 011-078 and 012-041 to 015-010), since the existing connected arc between 010-
002 and 425 is reused. The disjunctive arcs between nodes 424 and 011-078, and
between nodes 012-041 and 015-010, become connected arcs. The connected arc
between nodes 015-010 and 015-025 becomes a disjunctive arc. When this disjunctive
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are is required for a subsequent flow it must he reconnected and will then count as
another new connection.

3.1. Single Flow Ptoblnn

The solution method for the single flow |)rol)lein is described in this section. It is the
basis for the multiple flow heuristics. For a single flow, the algorithm builds a path
from the source tank to the destination tank (referred to here as the 'sink') by doing
an iterative search. At each iteration, the algorithm searches nodes near either the
source node or the sink node. The problem is solved when the path from the source
nude intersects the path from the sink node. Two terms must he defmed in order to
imderstiuid the single flow algorithm:

• Adjacent Nodes: Nodes that can he connected to a given node with a single arc.
• Frontier Nodes: Nodes that can be reached from a given node through flxed and/

or connected arcs, that is, without connection of any disjuncti\ e ares. When two ends
of a pipe are in the connected path, only the out-flow node is considered a frontier
node.

In Figure 1, the adjacent nodes to 424 arc 011-078, 010-002, 010-021 and 010-024.
The frontier node of 011-078 is 012-041, while the Iron tier nodes of 010-002 are 015-010
and 010-044.

There are two sets of nodes associated with the source node and the sink node: the
adjacent set, and the frontier set, which includes the frontier nodes of all the nodes
in the adjaeent set. Before the algorithm begins, the sets are initialized as follows:
The source adjacent set and the sink adjacent set are initially empty. The initial
source frontier set contains the source node, and the initial sink frontier set contains
the sink node. Let us consider a flow frf)m tank 424 to tank 470. The initial sets
would be as follows:

Iteration 0 (Initialization):
Souree Adjacent Set: { }
Source Frontier Set: {424}
Sink Adjacent Set: { }
Sink Frontier Set: {470}

During each iteration only one pair of sets is updated. The souree sets are updated,
unless the number of nodes in the sink sets is less, then the .sink sets are updated.
Since the source sets and sink sets have the same numher of members at iteration 0,
the source set is updated first. The new adjacent set becomes the nodes that are adja-
cent to the nodes in the previous frontier set. The new frontier set contains the frontier
nodes ofthe nodes in the new adjacent set. New nodes are added to a set only if they
have not been previous members of that set.

Iteration 1:
- Source Adjacent Set: {011-078.010-002,010-021,010-024}
- Source Frontier Set: {012-041, 015-010, 010-t)44, 015-007, 0f5-0I4}
- Sink Adjacent Set: { }
- Sink Frontier Set: {470}
- No inlerseetion of source frontiei" set and sink adjacent set
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The algorithm continues until there is a common node between the source/ron/?>r set
and the sink adjacent set. Since there is no intersection oftho.se two sets, the next iteration
will update the sink sets, since they have fewer members.

Iteration 2:

- Source Adjacent Set: {011 -078, 010-002, 010-021,010-024}
- Source Frontier Set: {012-041, 0L5-0I0, 010-044, 015-007, 015-014)
- Sink Adjacent Set: (010-044, 011-025)
- Sink Frontier Set: (015-025, 010-002, 015-002}
- Intersection between source frontier set and sink adjacent set: {010-044}
- Minimum connections found

• Path: {424, 010-002 > 015-010, 015-025 > 010-044, 470}
• Number of connections — 2

Node 010-044 is found in both the source frontier set and the sink adjacent set, therefore
the algorithm stops. The solution path combines the path with minimal connections
from the sourte node to 010-044 with the minimal connection path from the sink
node to 010-044. The total number of new connections required is two, since the con-
nection between nodes 015-010 and 015-025 was already in plaee from a pre\ious
transfer. The algorithm for this single How solution method is summarized below:

Single Flow Method

Step 1: Set Iterations = 0. Source adjacent set and sink adjaeent set are
empty. Source frontier set includes only source node. Sink frontier
set includes only destination node.

Step 2: If the number of nodes in the source sets is less than or equal to the
number of nodes in the sink sets, select the source sets. Otherwise,
select the sink sets.

Step 3: Iterations = Iterations-!- 1. Update the selected adjacent set to
contain all adjacent nodes to the previous frontier set. Update the
selected frontier set to contain all frontier nodes ofthe new adjacent
.set.

Step 4: If the intersection ofthe source frontier set and the sink adjacent set is
empty, go to .Step 2. Otherwise, continue.

Step 5: Determine ali paths that go through the common node(s) and
select the path(s) that has tbe minimum numiier of required
connections.

3.2. Multiple Flow Probltm

We now ]:)resent a heuristic for the multiple flow pr(jblcm that builds on the algorithm
developed for the single flow problem in Section 3.1. The i!uiliij>le llow heuristic con-
siders all flov\s at on<e and sequenees them based on the combinations that minimize
lonneetions and reconnections. The algorithm is describe-d lielow.
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Multiple Flow Method

Step I: Solve the single flow problem for each flow individually and retain
caiididate paths. These candidate paths are those that have the
minimum number of connections for each How, therefore there can
be more than one candidate path per flow.

Step 2: Choose a candidate path throne ofthe flows and update the network.
Step 3: Solve the remaining flows with the updated network and calculate

the total number of arcs for that candidate path (numbers of arcs
in candidate path-f-number of arcs for each ofthe remaining Rows
given the updated network).

Step 4: Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for each candidate path. .Select the candidate
|iatli that \ ields the minimum number of ares from Step 3 and perma-
nently update the network.

Stt p 5: Repeat Steps 1 through 4 with the remaining unsolved Hows until
every flow is permanently solved.

4. Post-Processor Formulation—Developing a Schedule for Wine Transfers

The optimization model presented in Section 2 and the heuristics presented in Section 3
ddermine the optimal routing ofthe wine transfers from tank to tank and how these
transfers, or Hows, should be sequenced. What remains to be determined is the starting
and ending times ofthe transfers, given the volume of wine being transferred, limited
piunp a\ailability and the use of pipes and tanks for multiple transfers. From these
starting and ending times a schedule ean be built. To this end, a second optimization
model, referred to as the post-processor, was developed. The post-processor uses the
output from either the optimization model or heuristic (flow routing and sequencing
data) as input, and then determines the assignment oi each How to a pump, determines
the sequence of flows that share the same pump, prevents interference of Hows that use
the same nodes (pipes and/or tanks), and determines the starting and ending times for
eacli fkjw.

Using the notation from the previous sections, let /'denote the set of all Hows rouied
in ihe Tietwork of arcs and nodes. Let Y denote the set of jjumps. Let 4* denote the set of
out-llow nodes used in the previous model, \\hieh includes all nodes in a given How
except the last node, or the destination tank. Let 11 denote the set of previously deter-
mined routes and H denote the previously determined How t)rders.

The first two sets of input parameters for this stage ofthe optimization problem result
Irom solving the original optimization problem. Parameter A,y indicates the routing of
flows where

I if flow f is routed from node i to node / w , - / - . ^ n /r. n̂ ^„ •' , . •' V ; . j , / i G II 2.250 otherwise ^ ./>./.

And the parameter Vj,, indicates the sequencing of flows where

I I if flow /' is in position o of the sequence ^ ^ ^ *i ,n o,-i

n ' , • V^, 0) G n 2.2b
0 otherwise
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'The \-olume, or quantity, of flow / i s indicated by the parameter Qj (in thousand
gallons).

The Hrst set of decision \'ariables is needed to assign a pump to each licjw. Let

v / e , , - , , , , e r (2.27)
0 otherwise *

The second set of decision variables addresses the sequence of flows that use the same
pump. Let

1 1 if flow/' is sent at some time before flow / bv the same pinnp ,, ,. , ^ ,.
,, . . ' ' ' V/ , / G /•

0 otherwise

(2.28)

To ensure that each flow is assigned to a ptnnp, the constraint set

.4/,,,-1 v/ey- (2.29)

is used. Two sets of constraints ensure that ihe flows that use the same pump are
sequenced. The.se are represented by

xji + v// > Aj,,, + A,,,, - 1 Vy . / G F, ni G T . / > / (2.30)

and

xji + x,j < 1 + Afo, - A/,,, Vy\ / G F, m G T,J > I. (2.31)

We denote the process starting time for How/as .iy, and the ending lime for flow/as
C/, both of which are measured in days. The pump capacity is denoted by ^ , which is
measured in thousands of gallons per day. The ending time for flow/must be greater
than or equal to the sum ofthe ending time for the most recent previous How that used
the same pump, and the time is takes to pump the volume of wine a.s.soeiated with How

f. This is represented by

ej >ei+ ^ - M + Mx,j V/". / G /•":./' 7̂  / (2.32)

and

ie.F

The How start time is a func-tion of the flow cufl lime, the \olume of wine to be trans-
ferred and the pump c apa* ity. This is represented by

(2-34)
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The start and end times for a particular How can be aflected by sharing a pump with
other Hows, as described above. The timing ofthe llow is also constrained when flows
share a common node, that is, use the same pipe(sl and/or tankisi. If two flows have at
least one common node, these Hows must be .sequenced because they camioi take place
simultaneously. Another variable is needed to indicate when two flows ha\ e a common
node. Let

I 1 if How/ and How / have a common node „ ^^.
•^^ ~ 1 0 otlierwise

The following constraint sets the \aiiie of Z/' ^^hen two Hows share a node.

Zji> X ! '''M ^ E ^'^>'-' V t / , _ , - / ) G n , ( ^ J • , / J G ^ : / ^ / . (2.36)

\\ hen two fltiws share at least one node a precedence relationship must be established
heiwt-en them to sequence the flows. This is accomplished by using the order of flows
determined in the previous model. Ifflows/and /share common nodes, and How/pre-
cedes / in the ]jrcviously determined sequence, then flow/must finish before How /
starts. This is represented as

ej <i! + M - zjiM V / , / G /••, i/, i>] G O, (/, l>) G O. /; > «, / ? t / . (2.37)

The objective ofthe post-processor is to minimize the total time to complete all Hows.
We let the variable 6',n̂ x denote the ending time ofthe last flow. This is represented as

C;,,,ax > ef Vf G /•'. (2.38)

The objective function is therefore

Minimize C'max (2.39)

5. Heuristic Model and Post-Processor Case Study

\This section provides an example of how the heuristic/post-processor combination solves
a small-scale problem. The wine transfers considered are described as Hows, or jobs, and
are listed in lable 1. There are iwcj punijis, each with capacity M' = 360 kgal/day.

The routing for each How and the sequence in which tbe\ are processed is deter-
mined by the heuristic. 'Fhe input/results screen is shown in Figure 2. The 'From'
and IV)' input Helds accept the source and destination tank numbers. The problem

Table I. Small-scale problem instance

riow/job immljri r'LC lank

•M-m

1011
1041
3538

Dcstid.Tikm laiik

10.50
3051
505

3051
3051

Q_iiantiiy (kgal)

400
320
200

50
450
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Multiple! low

From: To:

Add

•{3026, 1050)
•{1011, 305U
0041, SOS)-
-{3538, 3051}

, 30SU

Algorithm:

OA
0A*

^3026, 417-001 >042-044, 042-OS6>'*33-004
UOl 1, 510-003>519-006, 3051}
0041, 431.003>042-035, 042-O33>031-04l
{3538, 805-004>081-019, 081-011 >060-127
{306S, 529-006>S 17-016, 305l>

Report

Orders:
{3026, 1050}
{1011,3051}
{1041,505}-
{3S38, 3051}
{3068, 3051}

Paths:
•{3026, 417-001>042-0'I4, 042-056 >433-004, 1050J-
{1011, 510-W3>5I9-O06, 30^1}
{1041, 43I-003XM2-035, 042-033>03l-04I, 031-04O020-C44, 020-0S8>2t9-00l,
-f3538, 805-004>081-019. 081-0n>060-127. 060-140>517-001.
{3068, 529-006>517-016, 30S1]"

Heurisbcs =A*

Objective =16

Time used: 0 second(s) and 63 milliseccjnd(s)

Operations:
For order {1011, 3051}-:

CtXYiect Pipe/Clip {I0n,510-O03]- @ Port 1011
Connect Pioe/CliD 0011.510-003V O Port 510-003

Figure 2. Input and results screen for heuristic.

data from Table 1 ha.s been added and the problem solved u.sing the multiple How
method. The window to the right ofthe solve button Indicates the paths determined
for each job. The notation {1011, 510-003 > 519-006. 3051} indicates the source
tank 1011 and the destination tank .3051.

Table 2 shows tbe entire solution from the heuristic, which indic;itfs the arcs [rep-
resented by a pair of nodes) that are used in the translVr between tbr source tanks
and the destination tatik.s. Table 2 also indicates tbe job/llow number and ihe order
in wbicb tbe flows should be processed.
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Table 2. Connections from heuristic solution

From

U)U
510-003
519-006
3068
529-OOfi
517-Olti
3026
417-001
042-044
042-036
433-004
3538
805-004
081-019
OHl-OiJ
O(i0-I27
OtiO-140
517-001
1041
431-003
042-035
042-033
031-041
031 -040
020-044
020-058
219-001

T" .)

.Tio-oo;i
519-006
3051
529-006

b

i
I
I

517-016 5
3051
417-001
042-044
042-056
433-004
1050
805-004 4
081-019 4
081-011 4
060-127 4
060-140 4
517-001 4
3051 4
431-003 ;
042-035 :
042-033 :
031-041 ;
031-040 ;
020-044 :
020-058 :
2HI-001 3
."til.') :

Order solvrd

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

The post-processor uses the output data from ihe heuri.stic as input parameters. It
detcnnint's the luimbcr ofday.s required to make a transfer, given the pump capacity^.
It also delerininr.s which Hows have lommoii nodes and sets precedence relationships
that sequence flows requiring the same nodes. From the output file of the post-pro-
cessor, we can construct the recommended schedule lor the five Hows. Table 3 .shows
the pump assignment and start and end time.s for each ilow. Flow 4's start time is
delayed until flow 5 is complete because they share common nodes.

6. Experimental Findings and Future Research

In thi.s paper, we formulated and developed heuristic solution procedures for routing
Hows through an extensive network of tanks and jiipe.s. The first set of extensions to

Table 3. Case study wine flow schedule

I'urnp l"ln\\ Siitri liinr [jid time

1
3
4
2
5

0-00

1.11

2.14

0.00

0.8')

i.67
2.28
0.89
•2.\ i
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this research deal v\iih adajJling our research to the specific challenges faced at Gallo's
Modesto facility. These extensions include two primai^ issues. First, we need to incor-
porate new variables and constraints that deal with unusual routing needs that do not
fit into our existing modeling iramework. For example, Gallo musi often route a How
irom a tank through some processing operation (e.g. chilling) and back to the original
tank. Second, we need to adjust oui- input parameters ta account for the initial con-
dition of the piping network prior to decision-making. Specifically, we need to
permit the model to take advantage of existing connections that can be u.sed without
creating work for Gallo's technical staff".

The key challenge associated with .solving our optimization models to optimality is
the size of the piping network. One method of dealing with this challenge woultl lie
to break the Modesto facility down into "sulj-uiiieries' based on some type of depart-
mental structure. If tanks, pipes, etc. were alhicated to individual departments, then
the resulting sub-problems a.ssociated with routing Hows for a given department may
be s{)K'able in a reasonable amount of time. Although subo)Jtimal ar the facility
level, this "winery within a winery' approach should yield reasonabl>- good routing .sol-
utions for each department that can be aggregated to the facility level. Study of the
'winery within a winery" concept is another area of future research. We plan on pursu-
ing both areas of research and looking for the possibility of generalizing our model
above for broader application in areas such as water/sewer flow and water treatment
facilities.






